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Figure 45: Plan of the Northern Portion, Sistema Chimalacatepec.
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Broda and Maldonado, 1994). The presence of a zoomorphic figurine representing a horse, and
also of chicken and pig bone fragments (animals introduced during the Conquest) seem to
indicate a Colonial age for these offerings (Vieitez L., pers.com.). Charcoal recovered from the
offerings is in the process of being dated. All the pieces were recovered by workers of the
Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia (INAH), Morelos department, when they received
our notification, and are presently in a specially adapted Site Museum in the town of San Juan
Tlacotenco.

Sistema Chimalacatepec will be described from north to south, in a downflow direction.
The map is presented in three sections due to the exceptional linear distance of the cave (Figures
40 and 45 to 47):

Northern Portion. Almost at the upflow limit of this cave is the entrance known as Cueva de
Tatamasquío, a 15 meter pitch through a former skylight (Figure 45). Levees all around the
pitch, and a continuous lava lining all the way to the surface prove that this entrance was an
open skylight during activity. The pitch deposits the explorer in the continuation of the middle
level of Cueva del Árbol, less than 10 meters away. Upflow, a climb up a lava cascade leads to
a 40 m long tunnel which ends in a rafted lava ball blockage. Red A’a lava squeezed under the
lava ball blocking the passage. This point is only 6 meters from the end of the upper level in
Cueva del Árbol.

Downflow from Cueva de Tatamasquío is a huge passage, called El Gran Cañón, up to 15
meters high by about 5 to 10 meters wide. Progress is made along large terraces made up of wall
levees, while most of the “floor” is made up of big breakdown blocks, mostly made up of
collapsed levees and/or linings. The scars left by this collapses show several overlapping lava
linings, showing that the master tube was emptied and refilled several times during activity. The
lower level of Cueva del Árbol underlies El Gran Cañón for the first hundred meters (Figure
41).

El Gran Cañón is interrupted by a collapse towards a lower level, although the continuation
of the upper level is visible on the other side. Squeezing between collapse blocks towards the
lower level (Paso de Sergio), it is possible to enter a continuation of the passage, called El
Cañón de Corto Alcance. It is up to 15 meters high but less than 5 meters wide, and has an

Figure 41: Cross section of El Gran Cañón,
Sistema Chimalacatepec.
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irregular cross-section, since the outwards growth of linings and wall levees partially refilled
the passage (Figure 42). This section of the cave ends where the wall linings on both sides of the
passage join together, leaving only a very tight hole at floor level, El Esfinter, less than 30 cm
high and wide and floored with A’a lava, through which a howling wind is felt.

Central Portion. After crawling through El Esfinter the explorer reaches El Cañón Inferior,
almost 20 meters high, but it soon degenerates into two to three superposed levels separated by
prominent wall levees, partially collapsed in places (Figure 46). After about 100 meters a small
room is reached, Paso del Tango, where an upper level separates from the one we are following.
Climbing into it and following it downflow another climb is reached, Paso de la Escalera.
Although the middle level we were following is blocked, the climb allows access to an overlying
tunnel which soon reaches the base of the 15 m high skylight of Cueva Iztaxiatla, which is the
usual entrance to this part of the cave. The downflow continuation of all this superposed levels
is blocked and inaccesible.

Downflow from Paso del Tango on the lowermost level, after a tight spot between collapse
blocks, an eliptic tunnel is reached, with a prominent red A’a lava flow as a floor, where it is not
covered by breakdown. Walls and ceiling are covered by several lava linings, and pahoehoe
wall levees and benches are also visible.

After 130 meters, the passage goes underneath El Gran Domo. Two large collapsed levees
almost block the passage just before a steepening of the gradient, while above a large dome is
the remnant of a possible skylight during activity, but which is not open to the surface due to the
development of a solid crust before cessation of the flow of lava in this tube.

Beyond El Gran Domo, the passage diminishes in height and widens, aquiring an eliptic
cross-section. Walls, floor and ceiling are covered by a lining of scoriaceous red A’a lava, easily
broken. Further ahead the whole floor is covered by collapsed blocks of this lining. When the
breakdown ends, the passage is eliptic on cross section, with pahoehoe wall levees, but the floor
continues to be red A’a lava. The slope diminishes, as well as the passage size.

Southern Portion. The previous passage ends in a small crawl, and just beyond the first
archeological remains were found (Figure 47). Under the prominent wall levees were 3 incense
burning pots with hollow handles and 16 earthenware bowls, while on top of the levees over 50
carved-rock figurines, mostly of jadeite were found.

One last segment of canyon passage of large dimensions with prominent balconies, called

Figure 42: Cross-section of El Cañón de Corto
Alcance, Sistema Chimalacatepec
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